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reach encryption algorithms requirements. The channel spatial
decorrelation hinders an eavesdropper that is located in a
different location – usually with a distance d > λ/2, where λ
is the carrier wavelength – from the authentic nodes to generate
the same key since it will not observe the same channel.
It is desirable that the channel measurements made in both
legitimate users be highly correlated [5], [6] to reduce the
number of mismatched bits in the keys. Therefore, the quality
of the keys highly depends on the assumption that the channel
between legitimate users is reciprocal. However, differences
in the hardware and the presence of additive noise degrade
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the reciprocity in the received signal. A denoising procedure
signal processing
using a low pass filter has been investigated in [7] under
the assumption that the main cause of the non-reciprocity
I. I NTRODUCTION
is the noise present in the high frequencies. The use of
Low energy consumption devices with low computational Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), also aiming noise removal,
power are widely used in wireless sensor networks as gateways is investigated in [8], Discrete Wavelet Transform in [9], and
and, mainly, as end nodes that collect data through sensors or Principal Component Analysis (PCA) in [10]. These works,
provide control to actuators [1]. New communication protocols however, consider systems such as Orthogonal Frequency
are necessary to allow efficient communication through the Division Multiplexing (OFDM) or with multiple antennas,
wireless medium for these devices. One of these protocols is which are not the case for LoRaWAN systems, which usually
the Long Range Wide Area Network (LoRaWAN) [2], which uses spread spectrum modulation and a single antenna [2].
makes use of the Long Range (LoRa) protocol in the physical
The key generation has been investigated in LoRaWAN
layer. Nonetheless, energy and computational constraints, as devices in [11], where a quantization algorithm to generate
well as a high number of nodes exchanging information, make the key from the channel measurements considering the
the employment of traditional security techniques, such as key- received signal strength indicator (RSSI), that is available in
based cryptography advanced encryption system [3] and the the LoRaWAN packet, is proposed. The key generation in
RSA [4], challenging in such networks.
LoRaWAN devices is further investigated in [12], where a
In this context, encryption key generation based on the sample selection is made before quantization to reduce the bit
wireless channel information helps to reduce the energy con- mismatch in the key. A preprocessing of the RSSI samples can
sumption and the computational power necessary to generate also be performed to remove high frequency noise components
secret keys and its distribution in networks with several and abnormal RSSI values using low pass filters [13] or
nodes [1]. It considers the random behaviour of the wireless DCT [12].
channel as a source of randomness to generate the encryption
The works in [11]–[13] consider that legitimate nodes
key. The channel reciprocity guarantees that legitimate nodes obtain the RSSI values through the exchange of LoRa packets,
that exchange information between themselves observe the i.e., only the physical layer packets are exchanged and the
same channel and, therefore, generate the same key. The LoRaWAN packets, which runs in the MAC layer, are not used.
channel reciprocity can only be considered during a small time It is, however, interesting to investigate methods that allow
window, however, due to the possibility of mobility between the devices to acquire RSSI values during the exchange of
legitimate nodes. Also, the channel variability over time allows LoRaWAN packets and use them to generate secret keys. The
the legitimate nodes to sample it in different time instants, use of LoRaWAN, however, increases the time between RSSI
collecting more information to generate a key long enough to measurements at the end node and the gateway. A requirement
of the LoRaWAN Class A, for instance, is that the downlink
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mismatched bits in the keys generated at the end node and the
Abstract— Physical-layer Key generation for wireless networks
has been considered a promising alternative to traditional techniques based on pseudorandom number generators. This work
evaluates key generation in a Long Range Wide Area (LoRaWAN)
based on Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) values,
measured during the reception of LoRaWAN packets. This work
uses Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) to increase reciprocity in the measurements. The
usage of PCA for this purpose with RSSI values is a novelty
of this work. Simulation results indicate that PCA can produce
higher correlation values and lower key disagreement rate (KDR)
than DCT.
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gateway increases.
In this work, this problem is addressed by employing the
exchange of LoRaWAN packets to acquire RSSI values and
using the discrete cosine transform (DCT) and the principal
component analysis (PCA) to process the RSSI data obtained
in each legitimate node to improve their cross-correlation. The
goal is to use the DCT and PCA to remove components from
the RSSI signals that might be causing discrepancies and,
thus, reducing the cross-correlation. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, the usage of PCA in RSSI values aiming the
increase of correlation in the data used to generate encryption
keys was still not investigated in the literature.
The paper is organized as follows: section II describes the
proposed procedure to acquire the RSSI values; the DCT and
the proposed PCA techniques to remove components that
causes non-reciprocity in the channel RSSIs are described
in section III, together with the quantization method used in
this work to generate bits from the RSSI values that can be
used as encryption key; results are shown and discussed in
section IV; finally, conclusions are presented in section V.
II. DATA ACQUISITION

In this work, the above procedure is employed and the RSSI
values are stored. These values are then processed in an external
computer to simplify the analysis.
III. P REPROCESSING AND K EY G ENERATION
In order to increase the cross-correlation between the
measurements made at the gateway and the end node, the
DCT and the PCA techniques are employed. The following
subsections describe these techniques.
A. Discrete Cosine Transform
Given a signal x(n) containing N samples, its DCT is given
by
 
 
N
−1
X
1
π
n+
k k = 0, · · · , N − 1
X(k) =
x(n) cos
N
2
n=0
(1)
On the assumption that the high frequency components, i.e.,
high values of k, causes the most discrepancies in the RSSI
obtained in the gateway and the end node, these values can be
substituted by zero and keeping intact the first Nc components.
In other words, both nodes perform
(
X(k), 0 ≤ k ≤ Nc − 1
X̃(k) =
.
(2)
0,
Nc ≤ k ≤ N − 1

In LoRaWAN, the end device is not always awake, i.e., it
is not always able to receive packets from the gateway. The
gateway, on the other hand, is connected to a LoRaWAN server
and is always able to receive messages from the end device,
Differently from [8], in this work the result of the operation
which can, therefore, initiate the uplink transmission by sending
a “begin” packet. The end device, configured as a LoRaWAN in (2) is brought back to time domain by using the Inverse
Class A device, will, then, open two receive windows to receive Discrete Cosine Transform (IDCT), obtaining a reconstructed
a downlink packet from the gateway, which can only occur signal x̃(n) = IDCT{X̃(k)} that is used as input to the
quantizer.
after 1 or 2 seconds after receiving the uplink packet.
The RSSI measurements are taken in the following way:
1) The end node sends the initial uplink transmission. Upon B. Principal Component Analysis
receiving the packet, the gateway extracts the RSSI.
To perform the PCA, the RSSI values are organized in a
2) The gateway sends a packet to the end node, which data matrix X with dimensions 2N − 1 × N columns, defined
extracts the RSSI.
as
3) The end node can, then, proceeds to send another packet


x(0)
0
0
···
to the gateway and opens the receiving windows so that
 x(1)
x(0)
0
··· 
the above procedure can be repeated several times until


 x(2)
x(1)
x(0)
··· 
both nodes collect enough measurements.


..


..
..


.
.
.
·
·
·
During operation, packet loss might happen some times. Two


.
.
workarounds are considered to prevent errors due to packet
X=
(3)
..
x(N − 1) x(N − 2)
··· 


loss depending on the direction of the transmission:


..

.
0
x(N − 1)
··· 
• Gateway → End Node: upon not receiving a message




..
..
..
from the gateway, the end node will send a message of

. x(N − 2)
.
.
“no answer” so that the gateway can resend the previous
0
0
· · · x(N − 1)
packet. The gateway extracts the RSSI from this packet
and discards the previous one. If the end node still does The mean for each column of this matrix is computed and
not receive a packet, it will keep sending the “no answer” organized in a vector u = [µ0 , µ1 , · · · , µN −1 ], where µi is
the mean of the i-th column. This vector is then subtracted
packet indefinitely.
from each row of the data matrix by
• End Node → Gateway: if the gateway does not receive
a response from the end node, it will not send another
X̃ = X − 12N −1×1 u,
(4)
packet. In this case, neither nodes obtain RSSI values.
Upon not receiving a packet, the end node will send a where 12N −1×1 is a 2N − 1 × 1 column vector of 1s. The
message of “no answer” to the gateway, that can extract covariance matrix is, then, computed as


the RSSI from this packet and restart the measurement
RX = X̃H X̃
M,
(5)
procedure.
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1
mij =
, i, j = 0, · · · , N − 1.
N − |i − j|

(6)

The covariance matrix has an eigenvalue decomposition
given by
RX = VΛV−1 ,
(7)
where Λ is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues and V is the
matrix of eigenvectors. The columns of V and Λ are then
sorted in order of decreasing eigenvalues.
The assumption here is that the smaller singular values
in Λ are responsible for the non-reciprocity in the RSSI
measurements obtained at the gateway and the end node. The
effects of these components can be removed by projecting the
RSSI values into a basis vector Ṽ by
x̃(n) = ṼṼT x,

(8)
T

where x = [x(0), x(1, · · · , x(N − 1)] . The basis vector Ṽ
is chosen by selecting only the first Ns columns of the sorted
eigenvector matrix V and replacing the remaining columns
elements by 0s.
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Fig. 1.

Collected RSSI values, with ρ = 0.73.

where σEN and σG are the standard deviation of ZEN and
ZG , respectively.
The KDR is computed as
P
|KEN (i) − KG (i)|
KDR = i
,
(11)
Nk
where Nk is the length of the keys and gives the ratio of
mismatched bits between the keys generated at end node and
the gateway.
A. Raw data

C. RSSI Quantization
The raw RSSI values, xu (n), or the processed samples,
x̃u (n), then go through the quantization step, which generates
a sequence of bits to be used as encryption key at the user u =
{EN, G}, with EN denoting the end node and G denoting the
gateway. To simplify further notation, the input to the quantizer
will be denoted by Zu (n), which will be Zu (n) = xu (n) for
the raw RSSI values and Zu (n) = x̃u (n) for the processed
data. The algorithm used here is the mean based quantization,
given by
(
0, Zu (n) ≤ µ
Ku (n) =
,
(9)
1, Zu (n) > µ
where µ is the mean of the input values Zu .
IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
The data was collected through a period of 55 minutes and
12 seconds, resulting in 2088 RSSI samples for each user. The
gateway was placed inside one of the buildings of the Federal
University of ABC and the end node was moving randomly
outside the building at walking speed.
Both end node and gateway obtain their respective RSSI
data, which are extracted and processed offline in another
machine to allow an easier evaluation of different parameters,
such a window size for DCT and PCA and the number of DCT
components and number of principal components used.
The results will be evaluated in terms of the cross-correlation
between the RSSI values obtained in end node and the gateway
and the KDR of the generated keys. The cross-correlation will
be given by the correlation coefficient
ρ=

E{Za ZbH }
,
σEN σG

(10)

Fig. 1 shows the collected RSSI. These values have a Pearson
correlation of 0.73, and the keys generated obtained a KDR
around 0.214.
B. Processed data
The DCT and the PCA are computed blockwise, i.e., instead
of preprocessing the whole data at once, it is divided into
smaller blocks containing Nb samples. The case where the
whole data is processed at once, Nb = N = 2088, is also
evaluated.
Fig. 2 shows the correlation obtained at the output of
the IDCT. It is possible to observe that as the number of
DCT components used reduces, the correlation increases. This
happens since more DCT components responsible for nonreciprocity are removed when Nc decreases. Furthermore,
processing the data blockwise decreases the correlation, which
is not desired.
It is possible to observe, however, that when Nb = 2088,
the correlation obtains a maximum when Nc = 25. Beyond
this point, reducing Nc also decreases the correlation. This
indicates that some low-frequency DCT components might
also be responsible for some level of non-reciprocity. This is
not observed for lower Nc values, where processing the data
blockwise produces higher correlated data. In this case, some
high-frequency components responsible for reciprocity are not
removed due to blockwise processing.
The KDR obtained after quantization is shown in Fig. 3.
Here, it is important to note that the lower values of KDR
are of the order of 10−2 and were obtained from a number
of samples of the order of 103 . This explains the oscillations
observed and that increases for lower KDR values. More data
should be collected to reduce these oscillations.
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Fig. 4. Correlation with PCA processing in function of the number of
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Fig. 2. Correlation with DCT processing in function of the number of
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Fig. 5. Correlation with PCA processing in function of the number of
principal components used (Ns ) and block size (Nb ). Only values between
0.98 and 1 are shown to better observe the cross-correlation behaviour.
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Nb = 100 and Ns = 100, since in this case this is equivalent
to not perform any modification on the signal.
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To better analyse the results, Fig. 5 only shows the correlation
values between 0.98 and 1. The best performance was obtained
Fig. 3. KDR with DCT processing in function of the number of components by employing the PCA in the whole data at once, i.e., Nb =
used (Nc ) and block size (Nb ).
2088. In this case, by keeping the Ns = 100 higher eigenvalues,
the correlation obtained was ρ = 0.9970, while for Ns = 10,
the correlation obtained was ρ = 0.999. Reducing Nb decreased
Nonetheless, it is possible to observe some trends in the correlation. The lower correlation obtained was ρ = 0.987,
the curves that are consistent with what was observed in for Nb = 100 and Ns = 90.
the correlation curves. First, employing the DCT blockwise
The KDR obtained can be seen in Fig. 6. It is possible to
increases the KDR, the opposite of what is intended. The best see that Nb = 100 and Ns = 100 produces the KDR value
scenario is when the DCT is employed in the whole data at equal to the one obtained by the raw data since this case does
once, providing the lower KDR values, remaining below 0.1. not make any changes to the signal. This is consistent with
For these values, it is possible to design efficient key agreement the correlation behaviour observed in Fig. 4.
code that allow correcting the mismatched bits in the keys [14].
Once more, to better observe the effects of Nb and Ns
Second, it is possible to observe that the KDR decreases when on the KDR, only the KDR values between 0 and 0.04 are
Nc decreases, due to the removal of the DCT components that shown in Fig. 7. As it can be seen, except for the Nb = 100
are responsible for some of the non-reciprocity in the RSSI and Ns = 100 case, all other KDR values obtained were
values.
below 0.035. This allows the design of even more efficient key
The PCA is also employed in the whole data at once reconciliation techniques than the ones obtained by employing
and blockwise. The correlation results are shown in Fig. 4. the DCT.
It is possible to observe that the PCA provides an overall
It is important to highlight that the variation on both
performance higher than the DCT, obtaining higher correlation correlation and the KDR values, except for the case where
for all values of Nb and Ns . An exception is observed for Nb = 100 and Ns = 100, is very small. Thus, although it might
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Although the PCA has shown a good performance in terms
of KDR and cross-correlation, the performance of the key in
terms of randomness is still to be evaluated in future works. It
is also intended to collect more RSSI values to improve the
KDR analysis, not only in mobile and outdoor environments
but also in static and indoor environments.
Also, the DCT results show that some low frequency
components might be causing some level of non-reciprocity.
This is also intended to be investigated in future works.
The feasability of these processing techniques operating in
real devices is also a good theme for a next work.
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Fig. 7. KDR with PCA processing in function of the number of principal
components used (Ns ) and block size (Nb ). Only values between 0 and 0.4
are shown to better observe the KDR behaviour.

bring small penalties in the correlation and KDR, processing
the data blockwise in PCA can benefit the devices in terms
of memory, for instance, since it can discard the data after
generating the bits from that part. For the DCT, on the other
hand, the penalties of the blockwise processing are higher,
which impacts the design of the key reconciliation technique.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
This work investigates the encryption key generation using
RSSI in LoRaWAN devices. It was proposed the use of
DCT and PCA preprocessing to improve the cross-correlation
between measurements in both the end node and gateway.
Processing the RSSI measurements using PCA is a novelty
since it was not investigated in the literature.
It is shown that, although the DCT can increase the
correlation and reduces the KDR, the PCA is more efficient.
Nonetheless, the PCA allows the blockwise processing of the
data, obtaining better performance than the DCT. The advantage
of blockwise processing is that it reduces the use of memory in
the devices since they do not need to collect all the necessary
RSSIs values to start processing.
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